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4th Bb Trumpet

Slow Swing (¾)
Chelsea Bridge

by Billy Strayhorn
arranged by Phil Wilson
(Dbl. Time Feel)

3rd Trombone (optional)

Slow Swing ( \( \frac{5}{8} \) )

END SOLO

DOUBLE TIME FEEL

END Dbl. Y FEEL
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Chelsea Bridge

2nd Trombone

Slow Swing (17 = 16)

by Billy Strayhorn

arranged by Phil Wilson

DOUBLE TIME FEEL

EAD DAI. X FEEL

SOLI

EAD SOLI

DOUBLE TIME FEEL

EAD DAI. X FEEL

SUB. P
Chelsea Bridge

by Billy Strayhorn
arranged by Phil Wilson

Piano

SLOW SWING (4/4 = 82)
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Chelsea Bridge

Drums

Slow swing (3/4)

(Shucks)

by Billy Strayhorn

arranged by Phil Wilson